RIVER AND WEATHER CONDITIONS
Prepared for Waterways Association Meeting 9/14/2016
National Weather Service Forecast Office, Pittsburgh PA
For the latest river and weather forecasts--http://www.weather.gov/pittsburgh

WEATHER RECAP
August 2016 was the 5th hottest August and this summer was the 8th hottest summer in Pittsburgh on record.
temperatures across the region were approximately 4 to 5 degrees F above normal, while precipitation was below.

Overall,

OUTLOOK
Week of Sep 12: Above normal temperatures. Limited rain midweek and again on weekend. About 1 inch of rain possible.
Outlook for week of Sep 19: Mostly dry week with showers for the weekend. Normal temperatures. Rain amounts 1 to 2 inches.
Outlook for week of Sep 26: More fall like with below average rainfall.
Outlook October: Above normal temperatures and average rainfall, but keep eye open for tropical storms.
Outlook November: Above normal temperatures and average rainfall.

HIGH WATER POTENTIAL
Barring a tropical storm, High water potential is below normal. A minimum of 2.00 inch basin wide rainfall in 6 to 12 hours is needed
to bring rivers to bank full. Total precipitation through the first week of October should average about 2 inches which is below
normal.
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WEATHER FORECAST

8-14 Day Outlook…Drier and warmer than normal.
30 Day Outlook... Above normal temperatures and near normal precipitation.
Nov-Dec-Jan Outlook… Warmer and drier than normal Nov/Dec. Colder than normal Jan.
Jan-Feb-Mar Outlook… Colder than normal with above normal snowfall.
Mar-Apr-May Outlook… Normal temperatures and normal precipitation
Average Yearly rainfall Pittsburgh: 38.19 inches So far in 2016: 23.32(-2.58)
Totals for: 2015:40.56 2014: 36.84 2013: 36.65 inches; 2012: 41.74 inches; 2011: 44.24 inches; 2010: 37.85 inches
Average Yearly snowfall Pittsburgh: 41.9 inches 2015-16 season: 29.6 inches (-12.3)
2014-15: 47.2 in 2013-14: 63.4 in; 2012-13: 57 in; 2011-12: 37 in; 2010-11: 57 in; 2009-10: 77 in

7 Day rain forecast

NOTICE:

Due to extensive deterioration of the existing Parsons gage structure, a new gage shelter has been
installed 1700 feet upstream of the current location on the Holly Meadows Bridge. Gage-height data are
being collected concurrently at both locations, at the same datum, and a new stage-discharge rating is
currently available for the new gaging location above. There is not a direct relationship to the stage at
the old gage compared to this new gage. The flood stage at the Holly Meadows bridge will be different
than the old Parsons gage. NOTE: Preliminary flood stage above is for informational purposes only and
will be finalized this summer. Plans are to terminate data collection at the old location during the fall of
2016.

